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Welcome

 Co-chair: Chuck Longfellow, DDOE,

Associate Secretary, Operations Support

 Co-chair: Oliver Gumbs, Cape Henlopen SD, 

Director of Business Operations

 Partner: Andrew Buher, Opportunity Labs 

Foundation
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Welcome
 Everyone has a voice.  One person shouldn't 

dominate the discussion

 Respect all opinions. Honor multiple perspectives

 Stay focused on our purpose

 Be succinct

 Use the hand raise feature

 Compromises may be necessary
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Welcome

 Public comment is welcomed

 Email: reopeningideas@doe.k12.de.us

 Voicemail: 302-735-4244 

 All comments and ideas will be transcribed and 

forwarded to the respective workgroups for review

 Comments will be posted on DDOE’s Reopening 

page: https://www.doe.k12.de.us/Page/4211
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Introductions

• Heath Chasanov

• Sherry Kijowski

• David Hearn

• Stacey Clark

• Natosha Rivera

• Gerald Allen

• Kristine Bewley

• Leolga Wright

• Mary Nash Wilson

• Jeff Taschner

• Mike Williams

• Earl Jaques

• Dave Sokola

• Charles Postles

• Dave Lawson
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Purpose

 Deliver a high-level framework to the Secretary of 

Education that includes public health considerations 

to help superintendents, charter leads and principals 

in their planning work

 This Committee will NOT make recommendations 

about whether schools should open for in-person 

instruction. That is a decision that will be made by 

the Governor and public health experts
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Purpose

 This framework will include recommendations on 

what needs to be done. The how details are outside 

of our scope as a committee – however, your 

comments and public comments will be available to 

those making “how” decisions

 Review the scenario-based planning document in the 

context of operations and services

 The planning documents are NOT set in stone and 

are meant to be edited to our needs
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Assignment Recap

 June 4: Discuss Scenario 1: Minimal Spread

 June 11: Discuss Scenario 2: Minimal to Moderate 

Spread

 June 18: Carryover/continued discussion of Scenario 

2 (if needed)

 June 25: Discuss Scenario 3: Substantial Spread

 July 2: Finalize Recommendations

 Before each meeting, read scenario materials and 

public comment
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Recap of Pandemic Scenarios

Covid-19 Scenarios 2020-2021
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Recap of Pandemic Scenarios

No to Minimal Spread
Minimal to 

Moderate Spread
Substantial Spread

Basic Reproductive Number R0 < 1 R0 ∼1 R0 > 1

Delaware Roadmap Phase 2-3 Phase 1-2 Phase 1-0

Peak and Valley

Pandemic Scenario
Schools Open Situation Dependent Schools Closed

Fall Peak

Pandemic Scenario
Schools Open Situation Dependent Schools Closed

Slow Burn

Pandemic Scenario
Schools Open Situation Dependent Schools Closed

⟵ Low  --------- ⟵ Virus Spread ⟶ ------- High ⟶

Public Health Framework for Reopening
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Discussion: Scenario 1
No to Minimal Community Spread

In this scenario there is no to minimal spread in the 

community and schools can open and operate normally.

Questions to consider for each of the four protocols 

(Facilities, Operations, Transportation, Technology): 

 What should be added to this list of essential actions?

 Should any essential actions be de-prioritized?

 Should any of the actions be re-ordered (e.g. moved from “do 

now” to “do before school opens” or “when schools are open 

and operating”)?
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Facilities – Do Now

 Audit necessary materials and supply chain for cleaning and 

disinfection supplies

 Audit any additional facilities that the district may have access to 

that could be utilized for learning

 Provide school-level guidance for cleaning and disinfecting all 

core assets including buildings and playgrounds. Frequently 

touched surfaces should be cleaned several times a day

 Alert school-based custodial and infection control staff of any 

changes in recommended cleaning guidelines issues by OSHA 

and CDC. It is expected that this guidance will be updated in real-

time based on the status of community spread local geographies

 Convene custodial and facilities staff to review and make 

actionable district guidance regarding cleaning and disinfection
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Facilities –
Before School Opens
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 Audit all school buildings with a focus on
 How many classrooms are available 

 The size of each classroom

 Additional spaces that are available

 Establish procedures for school entry. In areas of no to 
minimal spread, no changes to normal entry 
procedures should be anticipated

 Modify entry procedures to limit the numbers of 
persons entering the building

 School security staff should follow CDC protocols if 
interacting with the general public



Facilities –
Before School Opens
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 Maintain facilities for normal school operations
 Air filters should be changed regularly

 Custodial services should distribute wastebaskets, tissues, 
and CDC approved soap to every office and classroom so 
that these materials can be used upon entry and exit into 
any discrete location and during transit between sites

 Signage about frequent handwashing, cough etiquette, and 
nose blowing should be widely posted, disseminated, and 
encouraged through various methods of communication

 Custodial staff should follow guidance from the CDC about 
the use of facial coverings and special respirators at use 
when performing cleaning duties



Facilities –
Before School Opens
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 School leaders should conduct and document a facility 
walkthrough with the custodial services team to ensure 
that the classrooms, common spaces, and the exterior 
are ready for staff and students
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 Continue normal facility operating and maintenance 
schedules

Facilities – When Schools 
Are Open and Operating
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 Support schools in assessing student arrival statuses
 This should include how students arrive at and depart from school 

(i.e., school bus, dropped off via car, drive themselves, walk, public 
transportation)

 Support schools in conducting staff and student assessment 
policies to understand who is coming back
 For staff, this should include a breakdown of the staff –

administrators, licensed teachers, support staff with a teaching 
license, support staff without a teaching license, full-time nurses, 
part-time nurses, school counselors, etc.
 Develop a plan to replace teachers and staff who are not returning or are at 

risk (i.e., 65 years and older and may not return)

 For students, this should include pre-existing conditions that may 
compromise their immune systems

Operations (Budget, Food, 
Enrollment, Staffing) – Do Now
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 Assess need for new or additional positions with a 
specific focus on student and staff wellness, but also 
including technology support

 Recruit, interview and hire new staff

 Consider repositioning underutilized staff to serve core 
needs (i.e., physical education teachers serving as 
case managers in post-secondary related processes)

 Communicate any student enrollment or attendance 
policy changes with school leaders and families

 Provide guidance and best-practices to district and 
school leaders for recruiting, interviewing, and hiring 
staff remotely

Operations (Budget, Food, 
Enrollment, Staffing) – Do Now
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 Provide staffing guidance to schools

 Inventory how many non-at-risk substitutes are 
available 

 Build and send back to school communications to all 
relevant stakeholders (i.e., parents, school staff) and 
include updates across all workflows

 Verify that student and staff handbooks and planners 
are printed and ready for distribution. Create a master 
list of any changes to distribute at the first staff meeting

 Consult legal counsel to preemptively address liability 
questions, related concerns, or vendor issues relative 
to SARS-CoV-2 and make school leaders aware

Operations –
Before School Opens
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 Engage school leaders in a budgeting exercise to help them 
plan for changing enrollment patterns, new staffing needs, 
and resource constraints or additional dollars

 Work with school leaders to orient new school staff to any 
operational changes

 Create master teaching schedules, student and faculty 
arrival/dismissal schedules, bus schedules, lunch schedules 
for staff and students, and bell schedules with social 
distancing guidelines and facility access control in mind

 Collaborate with cafeteria staff to ensure any necessary 
food handling changes are implemented based on local 
public health guidance. In areas of minimal to no spread, 
dining operations are expected to resume normally

Operations –
Before School Opens
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 Evaluate whether new food vendors need to be 
sourced if there is a change in requirements (i.e., 
individually packaged items) based on CDC guidance

 Establish policies for extracurriculars and athletics 
based on local health guidance. Based on current CDC 
guidelines, activities, in minimal to no spread should be 
expected to resume normally

 Collaborate with transportation vendors to implement 
normal bussing plans including pick-up, in-transit, and 
drop off) and cleaning and disinfection protocols

Operations -
Before School Opens
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 Continue normal school operations

Operations - When Schools Are 
Open and Operating
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 Inventory buses (including any vehicles used for 
transporting students to/from school or to other school 
events) and students riding buses including
 How may buses are or could be made available in the 

district?

 How much variation is there in the size and maximum 
capacity of buses in the district?

 How have the buses been currently or historically used 
(i.e., transportation to/from school, transportation for 
multiple schools, athletic events, food service 
delivery)?

Transportation – Do Now
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 Identify bus procedures for bus drivers and students

Transportation – Before 
School Opens
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 Continue normal school operations

Transportation – When Schools 
Are Open and Operating
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 Survey families to collect information about the 
numbers, types, and condition of devices used in their 
homes to support remote learning

 Designate a single point of contact in each school to 
plan and communicate with district technology teams

 Develop a return to school technology plan for each 
school aligned to the district plan. If possible, include 
training and support for teachers to adapt remote 
learning skills for the classroom

 Identify a device and/or general technology support 
person for each school. Consider elevating that 
position to a more formal role and providing additional 
support potentially with parent volunteers

Technology – Do Now
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 Assign technology process leaders to key efforts and 
publish their contact information on the district intranet 
and/or internet. Only the vendor management lead 
roles require any technology knowledge. All other lead 
roles are primarily communication and process roles, 
including:
 Family device return leader
 Staff device return leader
 Device vendor management leader
 Internet/Intranet communication leader
 Technology Infrastructure evaluation leader
 Infrastructure vendor management leader

 Select an issue tracking tool

Technology – Do Now
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 Appoint family technology liaisons to support communication 
regarding the use of technology (the existing parent 
organization may be able to fulfill this role)

 Develop district-wide procedures for return and inventory of 
district owned devices as part of a return to school 
technology plan. The procedures should include:
 Safely bagging devices collected at schools

 Transporting them to a central location

 Sanitizing the devices prior to a repair or replacement evaluation

 Conducting prepared maintenance routines to remove malware 
and fix standard issues including screen, keyboard, or battery 
replacement

Technology –
Before School Opens
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 Identify an asset tracking tool

 Identify a vendor to assist with processing, returning 
and maintaining devices, if needed

 Develop on-site triage of staff and student devices to 
minimize the time that staff may be without a device

 Prepare the Infrastructure Evaluation process. Every 
WiFi access point and wired network device should be 
tested

Technology –
Before School Opens
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 Organize and centralize online resources that were created, 
published or distributed by teachers and others during the 
closure period

 Compile technology-facing lessons learned for inclusion in 
the district’s updated learning continuity plan

 Review issue tracking and inventory results frequently as a 
way of understanding the quality and progress of technology 
processes in your district

 Continue infrastructure evaluations until all issues are 
resolved

 Identify chronic technology issues that arose during the 
school closure period and use them to begin the 
development of a long-term technology maintenance plan

Technology – When Schools Are 
Open and Operating



Next Steps
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Upcoming:

• Next meeting is June 11, 5:00-6:30 PM

• Scenario 2 (Moderate Community Spread) will be the main 

topic of discussion.  Scenario 2 read-ahead will be distributed 

soon.  Moderate Spread is the most complex scenario – we 

expect discussion to take place over two meetings

• We will take all the feedback from this meeting and update 

the draft essential actions and reshare with this group in 

advance of our next meeting

Reminder: Public comment will be accepted via email at 

reopeningideas@doe.k12.de.us or voicemail at (302) 735-4244  

mailto:reopeningideas@doe.k12.de.us


Thank you!

Stay well!
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